Plasmonic structures open novel avenues in photodetector development. Optimized illumination configurations are reported to improve p-polarized light absorptance in superconducting-nanowire single-photon detectors (SNSPDs) comprising short-and long-periodic niobium-nitride (NbN) stripe-patterns. In OC-SNSPDs consisting of ,quarter-wavelength dielectric layer closed by a gold reflector the highest absorptance is attainable at perpendicular incidence onto NbN patterns in P-orientation due to E-field concentration at the bottom of nano-cavities. In NCAI-SNSPDs integrated with nano-cavity-arrays consisting of vertical and horizontal gold segments off-axis illumination in S-orientation results in polar-angle-independent perfect absorptance via collective resonances in short-periodic design, while in long-periodic NCAI-SNSPDs grating-coupled surface waves promote EM-field transportation to the NbN stripes and result in local absorptance maxima. In NCDAI-SNSPDs integrated with nano-cavitydeflector-array consisting of longer vertical gold segments large absorptance maxima appear in 3p-periodic designs due to E-field enhancement via grating-coupled surface waves synchronized with the NbN stripes in S-orientation, which enable to compensate fill-factor-related retrogression.
T he near-field enhancement accompanying the localized and propagating surface plasmon polaritons' (SPP) excitation is an extensively studied phenomenon in nanophotonics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Single metal-dielectric composite objects confine and transport the EM-field via localized plasmonic modes, e.g. via hybrid waveguide modes in slits [7] [8] [9] [10] and via strongly squeezed plasmonic modes in open 11 and closed sub-wavelength MIM nano-cavities 12 . Arrays of slits exhibit resonant transmission phenomena [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , while arrays of closed cavities, namely the nanocavity gratings [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , are capable of resulting in resonant absorption. These complex plasmonic structures are the most promising in different application areas, since the highest degree of freedom is attainable in spectral bands' engineering by controlling the interaction of all supported localized plasmonic and propagating surface modes via predesigned geometry [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . The sensitivity of the coupling efficiency to the relative E-field oscillation direction with respect to plasmonic structures 26 makes possible to control the near-field confinement around single nanoobjects [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and to attain collective resonance phenomena [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] via periodic patterns with optimized geometry. The spectral and near-field effects of plasmonic structures are widely applied in different areas of nanophotonics including improvement of high harmonic generation 25 , directional out-coupling from LEDs 27, 28 , enhancement of emission [29] [30] [31] , control of laser beam-shape 32 , optimization of bio-sensors' sensitivity 33 and photodetectors' efficiency 10, 16, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . Plasmonic structures with different geometry, namely sub-wavelength metal nanoislands 34 , nano-antennas 35, 40 , dielectric loaded slot waveguides 10 , linear slit-arrays 16 , as well as gratings with linear, circular and hexagonal symmetry [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] were integrated into versatile photodetectors. An emerging plasmonic structure application area is the improvement of superconducting nanowire singlephoton detectors' (SNSPDs) efficiency 41 . Conventional SNSPD devices consist of a meandered niobium-nitride (NbN) stripe pattern as an absorbing element.
Detection efficiency larger than 90% was attained recently via non-plasmonic approaches as well, by applying dielectric waveguide-coupled NbN wires Novel approaches based on plasmonic structures' integration into SNSPDs open novel avenues in secure communication and in quantum-key computing as well [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . The most simple noble metal structure integrated into SNSPDs was a thin gold reflector aligned onto the top of quarter-wavelength dielectric cavity, which made possible to reach ,50% absorptance [45] [46] [47] . Our previous studies have proven that it is possible to squeeze the EM-field around the nanometric NbN stripes via resonant nano-plasmonic modes supported by nano-cavities [48] [49] [50] . The E-field expelling from noble metal segments and the coupling to localized plasmonic modes enable to exceed ,90% absorptance in short-periodic (200 nm), and ,40% absorptance in long-periodic (600 nm) nano-cavity-array integrated SNSPD designs at perpendicular incidence 49, 50 . Moreover, our previous results have shown that integration of appropriately designed complex nano-cavity-arrays' results in IR light concentration around the tiny NbN segments via grating-coupled surface modes at specific orientations 50 . Besides device geometry development of SNSPDs, the effect of illumination direction was investigated as well, and the possibility of absorptance improvement via total internal reflection (TIR) 47, 51 , resonant plasmonic [48] [49] [50] , and equivalent Brewster angle related 50 phenomena was demonstrated. It was shown that in periodic plasmonic structure integrated SNSPDs those orientations are the most advantageous, where the E-field oscillation direction is perpendicular to the noble metal segments [48] [49] [50] . The methodology applied to investigate the effect of illumination direction during p-polarized light illumination of complex plasmonic structure integrated SNSPD devices is presented in Fig. 1 . In present theoretical study the optimal illumination directions were determined via numerical method for three different SNSPD device designs consisting of (1) ,quarter-photonic-wavelength nanocavity closed by a gold reflector (OC-SNSPD, Fig. 2a, d ), (2) nanocavity-array closed by vertical and horizontal gold segments (NCAI-SNSPD, Fig. 2b , e), and (3) nano-cavity-deflector-array consisting of longer vertical gold segments (NCDAI-SNSPD, Fig. 1 and Fig. 2c, f) . Two periodicity intervals were investigated, namely the p , 200 nm approximating the periodicity of wire-patterns in conventional SNSPD devices, where the detection efficiency is optimized via effective NbN absorptance cross-section maximization [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] ; and the larger 3p , 600 nm periodicity, capable of ensuring simultaneous electrical optimization due to the reduced kinetic inductance of shorter wires, similarly to references 49, 50 . The purpose of our present work was to determine the geometrical parameters of plasmonic structures most appropriate to enhance absorption in p-and 3p-periodic meandered NbN patterns via unique nanophotonical phenomena, and to determine the optimal illumination directions for integrated SNSPD device designs. The concept of E-field concentration via localized plasmonic modes and via surface waves coupled by the periodic integrated structures was applied to enhance the effective extinction cross-section of the NbN pattern.
Finite element method was applied to determine the optical response and near-field distribution following the numerical approach described in our previous paper 46 . The optimal directions were determined for 1550 nm wavelength p-polarized light illumination by three-dimensional computations allowing arbitrary polar and azimuthal orientations (specified by Q and c in Fig. 1 and 2g, h ) of the integrated devices. Spectral studies were performed at those orientations of specific SNSPD designs, which correspond to NbN absorptance maxima on the angle dependent optical responses.
To analyze the illumination direction dependence of the integrated systems' spectral response in details, the wavelength and angle of incidence were simultaneously varied in the intervals corresponding to significant NbN absorptance modifications in NCAI-and NCDAI-SNSPDs. The wavelength dependent NbN absorptance of one specific design was computed at each representative extrema in polar angle (see Supplementary material).
The geometry of individual NbN stripes is in accordance with those in conventional SNSPDs, but three different NbN pattern periodicities (200 nm, 220 nm, 237 nm and 600 nm, 660 nm, 710 nm) were inspected in both short p-and long 3p-periodicity regions for OC-, NCAI-and NCDAI-SNSPD design types.
In OC-SNSPD devices the superconducting NbN pattern is embedded into ,quarter-photonic-wavelength nano-cavity filled with dielectric and closed by a gold reflector (Fig. 2a, d ). This OC-SNSPD structure is similar to the device designs described in [45] [46] [47] , but in our present work three different periodicities are investigated in both p-and 3p-periodicity regions.
In NCAI-SNSPD devices the NbN stripes are aligned at the bottom of ,quarter-plasmon-wavelength nano-cavities, which are closed by vertical and horizontal gold segments, and compose plasmonic MIM nano-cavity-array with p-and 3p-periodicity (Fig. 2b, e) .
The entirely novel NCDAI-SNSPD device design is based on nano-cavity-deflector-array consisting of longer vertical gold segments. In order to minimize the spurious gold absorptance, as well as to maintain the commensurability of the periodicity with the wavelength of the supported surface waves, same deflector segments with 3p-periodicity were integrated into both p-and 3p-periodic NbN patterns (Fig. 2c, f) .
Results
The inspection of the dual-angle-dependent absorptance revealed that each device design has an optimal illumination direction specified by geometry dependent azimuthal (c) and polar (Q) angles (Fig. 3, 4a , 5, 6a, Supplementary Fig. S1a ).
P-polarized illumination of NbN patterns in P-orientation (c 5 0u) is more efficient in all OC-SNSPDs, while higher absorptance is attainable in S-orientation (c 5 90u) in all NCAI-SNSPD and NCDAI-SNSPDs, as presented in insets of Fig. 3 and 5 . The absorptances in device orientations that are promising for practical applications were compared for three different p-and 3p-periodicities of each design types (Fig. 3, 4a and 5, 6a) .
The inspection of the spectral responses of NCAI-and NCDAI-SNSPD designs at the NbN absorptance maxima in polar angle indicated the particularity of one specific 3p-periodicity (Fig. 4b-d and 6b-d, Supplementary Fig. S1b ). The investigation of the normalized E-field distribution at the global extrema uncovered the role of localized plasmonic and versatile grating-coupled surface modes in NbN absorptance enhancement ( Fig. 7 and 8, Supplementary Fig. S2 ).
NbN absorptance in short-periodic designs. In all three shortperiodic OC-SNSPDs the maximal absorptances (66.4%, 62.7%, 59.9%) are observable at perpendicular incidence (Fig. 3a) . Local absorptance perturbations appear at the orientations corresponding to the condition of TIR and surface plasmon polariton excitation phenomena. At larger tilting local maxima are reached at the same ,75u polar angle, which originate from NbN-related ATIR phenomenon. All global and local maxima decrease monotonously by increasing the periodicity in p-periodic OCSNSPDs.
In short-periodic NCAI-SNSPDs almost tilting independent perfect absorptance is observable through large polar angles (Fig. 3b) . The TIR and SPP excitation phenomena manifest themselves in local absorptance perturbations also in these designs at 34.5u and 35.1u polar angles. The 93.8% global absorptance maximum appears at 40u polar angle in 200-nm-pitch design, i.e. approximating the orientation corresponding to SPP excitation, while it is shifted to larger 45u (93.4%) and 50u (93.1%) polar angles in the 220-nm and 237-nmpitch designs. The global maxima decrease monotonously by increasing the periodicity also in p-periodic NCAI-SNSPDs.
In short-periodic NCDAI-SNSPDs the maximal absorptance (93.5%, 93.3%, 92.4%) is reached at perpendicular incidence, and the NbN absorptance monotonously decreases with the tilting (Fig. 3c ). Sudden absorptance modifications are observable, and the corresponding inflection points shift to smaller polar angles by increasing the periodicity. The cut-off and recovery points at sudden slope modifications correspond to global maxima and local minima on the polar angle dependent NbN absorptance of long-periodic NCDAI-SNSPD counterpart-designs (see next section). Additionally, local NbN absorptance maximum is observable in 220 and 237-nm-pitch designs before cut-off, while local minimum appears before recovery in 200-nm-pitch NCDAI-SNSPD. The NbN absorptance attainable at small tilting decreases monotonously by increasing the periodicity in p-periodic NCDAI-SNSPDs.
The NbN absorptance was normalized by the ratio of the fill-factor in 660 nm design to the fill-factor in specific designs (Fig. 4a) . The normalized absorptance monotonously increases in short-periodic devices by increasing the periodicity, with the smallest values and slope in OC-SNSPDs, indicating that these devices are the less promising in absorptance maximization procedures. Commensurate NbN absorptances are reached in NCAI-SNSPDs and NCDAI-SNSPDs with the same periodicities, but the slope of the normalized absorptance curve is slightly larger in presence of deflectors indicating that larger periodic patterns are more promising in contempt of the gold-to-NbN ratio increase. No particular pitch is identifiable in the interval of p-periodicities, according to the sub-wavelength size-scale. Figure 4b presents that the NbN absorptance monotonously increases with the wavelength at the global maxima in polar angle in p-periodic OC-and NCAI-SNSPD designs. Monotonous increase is observable as well as in NCDAI-SNSPDs at those orientations, which correspond to global maxima of counterpart 3p-designs, except the 200-nm-pitch design exhibiting a small local minimum. The wavelength dependent NbN absorptance in p-periodic NCDAISNSPDs indicates sudden slope modifications, and the corresponding inflection points shift to smaller wavelengths by increasing the NbN pattern periodicity. The recovery point appears in the closest proximity of 1550 nm in 220-nm-pitch design.
The orientation dependence of the 220-nm-pitch designs spectra indicate that the NbN absorptance monotonously increases in NCAI-SNSPDs by increasing either the polar angle or the wavelength (Fig. 4c) , while the sudden slope modifications occur at larger polar angle in NCDAI-SNSPDs by increasing the wavelength (Fig. 4d) .
NbN absorptance in long-periodic designs. In all three longperiodic OC-SNSPDs the maximal absorptance (29.2%, 26.8%, 25.1%) is reached at perpendicular incidence (Fig. 5a , Supplementary Fig. S1a ). Local perturbations originating from TIR and SPP excitation phenomena appear at the same tilting, as observed in short-periodic designs. The NbN-related ATIR results in appearance of small local NbN absorptance maxima at ,74u polar angle, analogously with short-periodic OC-SNSPDs. Three-times reduced fill-factor causes considerably smaller global NbN absorptance maxima, than in short-periodic OC-SNSPDs, which decrease monotonously by increasing the periodicity.
In long-periodic NCAI-SNSPDs the absorptance is moderately enhanced (41.2%, 32.3%, 26.6%) at perpendicular incidence in comparison to the OC-SNSPDs with same pitch (Fig. 5b-to-a,  Supplementary Fig. S1a ). Tilting causes sudden changes in the NbN absorptance, which manifests itself in a global minimum followed by a local maximum and an adjacent local minimum in each 3p-periodic NCAI-SNSPD. The course of absorptance is very similar in all three systems, but the position of the global minima and local extrema shifts to smaller polar angles by increasing the periodicity. Namely, the narrow local maxima (37%, 34.7%, 34%) appear at 28.9u, 20.4u and 14.7u polar angles (V 600/660/710 points, according to the nomination in ref. 20) , indicating that their appearance is governed by grating-coupling phenomenon. The local maxima override the absorptance attainable at perpendicular incidence in 660-nm and 710-nm-pitch designs, indicating that tilting is advantageous in these NCAI-SNSPDs. The position of the global absorptance maxima (68.4%, 67.7%, 67.6%) is only slightly influenced by the periodicity, all global maxima appear at similar polar angles (PBA 600/660/710 points: 77u, 78u, 79u) in the region of NbNrelated ATIR phenomenon. In long-periodic NCDAI-SNSPDs the NbN absorptance observable at perpendicular incidence is larger than in corresponding NCAI-SNSPDs, except in 600-nm-pitch design (Fig. 5c -to-5b, Supplementary Fig. S1a ), and by increasing the polar angle increases further through large global maxima (84.5%, 81.6%, 72.7%), which approximate the absorptances in corresponding short-periodic designs ( Fig. 5c-to-3c ). These global NbN absorptance maxima shift backward by increasing the periodicity, namely they appear at 27.9u, 19.3u, 12.9u polar angles corresponding to cut-off points on absorptance curves of counterpart short-periodic NCDAI-SNSPDs. In addition to this, local NbN absorptance maxima of 49.4%, 55.3%, 52.8% are attained at 30.3u, 21.6u, 15.8u polar angles in 3p-periodic NCDAI-SNSPD designs. These maxima appear after local minima at orientations (29.3u, 21.2u, 15.4u) similar to the V 600/660/710 points in NCAI-SNSPDs, indicating that the local extrema have analogous physical origin in the two integrated device design types (Fig. 5c-to-5b) . The global NbN absorptance maxima decrease by increasing the periodicity also in long-periodic NCDAI-SNSPDs, while the highest local NbN absorptance maximum is attained in 660-nm-pitch design.
The fill-factor normalized NbN absorptance is commensurate in OC-SNSPDS and NCAI-SNSPDs, while it is ,3 times larger in NCDAI-SNSPDs (Fig. 6a) . The normalized absorptance indicates a shallow local maximum at 660-nm-pitch already in OC-SNSPD. In contrast, the normalized absorptance computed at the local maxima (V 660/660/710 points) monotonously increases in NCAI-SNSPD designs. In 3p-periodic NCDAI-SNSPDs, although the maximal absorptance decreases by increasing the periodicity, the fill-factor normalized NbN absorptance indicates a maximum, revealing to the particularity of 660-nm-pitch.
The spectral responses of OC-SNSPDs at perpendicular incidence indicate that the NbN absorptance monotonously increases with the wavelength, there are no significant changes at 1550 nm (Fig. 6b,  dashed lines, Supplementary Fig. S1b ). The spectral responses of NCAI-SNSPDs computed at the local maxima in polar angle indicate narrow local maxima (V 600/660/710 points), that appear within the error of computations at 1550 nm in all 3p-periodic designs, separating shallow local (WR 600/660/710 points) and broad global minima (M 600/660/710 points) (Fig. 6b short dashed lines, Supplementary Fig.  S1b, according to nominations in ref. 20) .
The spectral responses of NCDAI-SNSPDs computed at the global NbN absorptance maxima in polar angle reach large global absorptance maxima (M* 600/660/710 points: 1542 nm, 1556 nm, 1569 nm) in close proximity of the 1550 nm operation wavelength of SNSPD devices (Fig. 6b continuous lines, Supplementary Fig. S1b) . Even though the maximum is slightly detuned from 1550 nm in 660-nm-pitch design as well, the large FWHM makes possible to attain the largest normalized absorptance at telecom wavelengths important in practical applications.
The device orientation dependence of the NbN absorptance spectra in 660-nm-pitch designs indicate that the polar angle corresponding to the local NbN absorptance maxima in NCAI-SNSPDs and to the large global maxima in NCDAI-SNSPDs increases linearly by increasing the wavelength (Fig. 6c, d ).
Near-field phenomena in short-periodic designs. The near-field investigation has shown that there is an antinode on the normalized E-field at the bottom of quarter-photonic-wavelength nanocavities in each short-periodic OC-SNSPDs (Fig. 7a/a-c) .
The normalized E-field in short-periodic NCAI-SNSPDs indicates intense antinodes at the bottom of each quarter-plasmon-wavelength nano-cavity at the orientations corresponding to the global maxima ( Fig. 7b/a-c) . As the global maximum appears at 40u polar angle close to the condition of SPP excitation in 200-nm-pitch NCAI-SNSPD design, additional E-field enhancement, and forward propagating SPPs are observable above the horizontal gold segment (Fig. 7b/a, Video 1) . There is no significant difference between the normalized E-field values in the three p-periodic NCAI-SNSPD designs (Fig. 7b/a-c) . This is in accordance with the literature describing that the efficiency of collective resonances on sub-wavelength periodic MIM nano-cavity arrays only slightly depends on the periodicity in the investigated p-periodicity interval 14, 22 . As a result of the collective resonances, there are no reflected waves below pperiodic NCAI-SNSPD designs (Video 1-3) .
In NCDAI-SNSPD device designs the normalized E-field is further enhanced significantly in the nano-cavities neighboring the deflectors (Fig. 7c/a-c) . The local field enhancements indicate that the gold deflectors not only perturb the E-field, they also absorb a part of the incoming light. This is in accordance with the smaller attainable NbN absorptance in short-periodic NCDAI-SNSPDs than without deflectors in NCAI-SNSPDs (Fig. 3c-to-b, 4b-d) .
At the orientations corresponding to sudden NbN absorptance changes, surface waves with wave fronts perpendicular to the sapphire-interface are observable in all three p-periodic NCDAISNSPDs comprising 3p-periodic deflectors, similarly to the counterpart long-periodic designs (see next section).
Intense backward propagating and weakly bounded waves appear in 200-nm-pitch design (Video 4), the surface waves indicate more bounded characteristics in 220-nm-pitch design (Video 5), while weak surface waves are superimposed with waves propagating towards the direction of specular reflection in 237-nm-pitch design (Video 6). Near-field phenomena in long-periodic designs. Intense antinodes are observable on the normalized E-field at the bottom of quarterphotonic-wavelength nano-cavities in each long-periodic OCSNSPDs, similarly to their short-periodic counter-pairs (Fig. 8a/a-c,  Supplementary Fig. S2d, Video7) .
In long-periodic NCAI-SNSPDs, in addition to the enhanced normalized E-field at the bottom of each quarter-plasmon wavelength MIM nano-cavity, E-field enhancement is observable also below the NbN segments. This is due to the surface waves propagating backward with wave-fronts perpendicular to the sapphire interface at the orientations corresponding to the local absorptance maxima (V 600/660/710 points, Fig. 8b/a-c, Video 8-10, Supplementary Fig.  S2f, Video 9) .
In our previous work we have shown that in 600-nm-pitch design the narrow local maximum (V 600 point) appears at tilting, where the integrated grating couples to surface waves having a wavelength slightly larger than the light wavelength in sapphire 50 . The metallic dielectric property is not required condition of their appearance indicating that these surface waves are analogous with BrewsterZenneck modes (see Supplementary material) 52, 53 . These results show that different surface waves constituting a composite diffractive field are capable of resulting in local near-field enhancement, in accordance with the literature 9 .
In 3p-periodic NCDAI-SNSPDs the normalized E-field indicates enhancement at the bottom of each MIM nano-cavity. In addition to this, at the global NbN absorptance maxima in polar angle the time evolution of the E-field shows weakly bound backward propagating surface waves with wave-fronts perpendicular to the sapphire interface and having a wavelength equal to the SPP wavelength ( Fig. 8c/a-c, Video 11-13, Supplementary Fig. S2i, Video 12) .
These results indicate that in all three 3p-periodic NCDAISNSPDs the E-field is confined above the NbN segments due to the resonant oscillation of nano-plasmonic modes in the MIM nano-cavities, and below the NbN segments via composite diffracted field comprising propagating surface waves synchronized with them.
Discussion
In OC-SNSPDs the optimized quarter-photonic-wavelength of the gold reflector covered nano-cavity ensures that the E-field antinodes overlap with the NbN stripes (Fig. 7a, 8a, Supplementary Fig. S2d , Video 7), which makes possible to attain absorptance higher than in bare-SNSPDs 46, 47 . At c 5 0u azimuthal angle the parallelism of the E-field oscillation direction to the NbN stripes in P-orientation promotes the E-field penetration. Illumination with perpendicularly incident beams is optimal in all OC-SNSPDs (Fig. 2-8/a) . The fill-factor normalized absorptance exhibits a local maximum at 660-nm-pitch (Fig. 6a) , i.e. this design is advantageous for practical applications requiring minimized kinetic inductance in OC-SNSPDs.
In NCAI-SNSPDs and NCDAI-SNSPDs the resonance in MIM nano-cavities with optimized quarter-plasmonic-wavelength ensures that the high-intensity E-field antinodes are coincident with the NbN segments located at their entrance (Fig. 7b,c, 8b,c, Video 1-6, 8-13 , Supplementary Fig. S2e-i, Video 9, 12, 14-16 ) 11, 12, 23, [48] [49] [50] . To maximize the E-field enhancement originating from cavity resonant plasmonic modes, the E-field oscillation direction has to be perpendicular to the integrated gold segments, which explain that c 5 90u azimuthal angle corresponding to S-orientation is advantageous in these designs. The coupled resonances on sub-wavelength periodic, quarter-plasmonic-wavelength MIM nano-cavities result in almost polar angle independent perfect absorptance in all p-pitch NCAIand NCDAI-SNSPDs (Fig. 3b, c) 14, 22 , while the weak coupling in 3p-periodic NCAI-and NCDAI-SNSPDs causes stronger NbN absorptance dependence on tilting (Fig. 5b, c) 12, 13, 50 . The NbN absorptance modulation in 3p-periodic NCAI-SNSPD device structures is closely related to the classical Wood-anomalies on the integrated nano-cavity-grating [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] . As a result of cavity resonances occurring at 1550 nm wavelength, strong optical response modulation and opening of plasmonic band-gaps (PBG) is observable, since different surface waves are grating-coupled on the integrated 3p-periodic patterns, which interact with the localized plasmonic modes 9, 20 . The Fano-like spectra computed at polar angles corresponding to V 600/660/710 points in long-periodic NCAI-SNSPDs indicate the superposition of resonant and nonresonant modes (Fig. 6b,  Supplementary Fig. S1b ) 55, 57 . In all investigated 3p-periodic NCAI-SNSPDs there are specific orientations, where series of nano-cavities are synchronously illuminated, making possible excitation of collective cavity resonances. These orientations can be computed as
The observed local NbN absorptance maxima (V 600/660/710 points) appearing in 600, 660, 710 nm-pitch-designs correspond to m 5 1, k 5 3, 4, 5 series. The wavelength of surface waves that might be grating-coupled at the observed extrema can be calculated based on the momentum conservation criterion: k surface wave~kphoton +k grating . The timeevolution of the E-field indeed shows backward propagating surface waves at the substrate interface, however with different wavelength and intensity at different types of extrema (Video 8-10, Supplementary Fig. S2e-g, Video 9 , 14, 15), which originate from 21 order grating-coupling on 3p-periodic grating according to:
Based on this relationship the waves coupled at the orientation corresponding to global minima in polar angle, coincident with the M 600/660/710 centers of PBGs, have a wavelength equal to that of SPPs at sapphire-gold interface ( Fig. 5b and 6b , Supplementary  Fig. S1 ). However, at the global minima the normalized E-field is confined below the gold segments, and propagating waves emanating towards the direction corresponding to specular reflection are observable in all three 3p-periodic NCAI-systems ( Supplementary  Fig. S2e, Video 14) . This is caused by the leaky nature of surface waves grating-coupled under these conditions, and shows that the confinement below gold causes re-radiation and prevents efficient light-coupling into the cavities 20, 50 . These near-field observations are in accordance with the intrinsic phase difference between the SPPs and non-plasmonic surface waves in the composite diffracted field described in the literature 9, 58, 59 . However, SPPs are coupled dominantly through the periodicity of the grating only at specific orientations specified by Eq. 2, in accordance with the dynamical diffraction theory 56 . The weakly bounded surface waves at the local maxima (V 600/660/710 points) have wavelengths slightly larger than the photonic modes, showing that surface waves analogous with BrewsterZenneck modes are dominantly coupled in the composite diffracted field (Fig. 8b, Supplementary Fig. S2f, g, Video 9 , 15) 52, 53 . These backward propagating surface waves are better synchronized with the nano-cavities, which makes larger local E-field enhancement possible around the NbN segments at the sharp PBG edges indicated by V 600/660/710 points.
The global NbN absorptance maxima appear in NCAI-SNSPDs at tilting corresponding to the plasmonic Brewster angle (BPA, Fig. 5c ) 60 . The E-field time-evolution indicates forward propagating waves, that ensure E-field enhancement both inside and below the nano-cavities at PBA ( Supplementary Fig. S2h, Video 16 ). The complementary spectral studies revealed that this phenomenon is observable in a very broad wavelength interval ( Supplementary Fig. S1b ), however single-photon detection at PBA is experimentally hardly implementable.
The cut-off points of NbN absorptance in p-periodic, and the global NbN absorptance maxima in 3p-periodic NCDAI-SNSPDs appear at the orientations where surface waves with wavelength equal to SPP wavelength can be grating-coupled according to Eq. 2 ( Fig. 3c and 5c, Supplementary Fig. S1a) . In all NCDAI-SNSPD designs the deflectors result in enormous E-field enhancement below the NbN segments via composite surface waves (Fig. 7c, 8c , Video 4-6 and 11-13, Supplementary Fig. S2i, Video 12 ). This is due that in presence of deflectors the spatial synchronization of propagating plasmonic modes with respect to the MIM nano-cavities is ensured. Additionally, the SPPs are efficiently converted into non-plasmonic surface waves due to grazing incidence onto the deflectors (see Supplementary material). As a result, the deflectors maximize the effective NbN extinction cross-section via spatial synchronization between the localized modes and the backward propagating composite surface waves, and ensure enhanced power-flow into the MIM-cavities as well. The presented examples prove that compensation of losses caused by three-times smaller fill-factor might be realized.
In conclusion, the optimal cavity-lengths and illumination directions were determined for p-polarized light illumination of three types of SNSPDs designs, and an optimal periodicity was determined for 3p-periodic OC-and NCDAI-SNSPDs.
We have shown that the E-field concentration around the NbN segments at the bottom of gold reflector covered ,quarter-photonicwavelength nano-cavities results in the highest absorptance at perpendicular incidence onto OC-SNSPDs in P-orientation. Although the absorptance decreases by increasing the periodicity in OCSNSPDs, the presented results indicate that 660-nm-pitch design is optimal in 3p-periodicity interval.
Our present study has confirmed that in NCAI-SNSPDs the collective resonances' efficiency on MIM nano-cavity-arrays in S-orientation strongly depends on the periodicity. Almost polar angle independent perfect absorptance is attainable in p-periodicity interval, while the 3p-periodic integrated patterns act as plasmonic bandgap structures, where perpendicular incidence already results in moderate absorptance enhancement, while coupling to surface waves is capable of resulting in local and global NbN absorptance enhancements at specific (V 600/660/710 and PBA 600/660/710 ) orientations. Our present results have shown that the narrow local maxima are due to EM-field enhancement originating from surface waves analogous with Brewster-Zenneck modes rather than from surface plasmon polaritons. The 3p-periodic integrated patterns, which are optimal for plasmonic band-gap engineering, result in moderate normalized absorptance caused by radiative out-coupling of SPPs, which are spatially desynchronized with respect to the NbN pattern.
We have proven that the re-radiation of plasmons can be prevented by deflectors in NCDAI-SNSPDs. The gold deflectors act simultaneously as good plasmonic mirrors and mode converters, and ensure high intensity synchronous E-field below the absorbing NbN stripes via composite surface waves. The attainable absorptance strongly depends on the NbN patterns' periodicity in these designs. Namely, the deflector-related absorption loss overcomes the resulted enhancement in p-periodic NCDAI-SNSPDs, while huge absorptance enhancement is reached in 3p-periodic NCDAI-SNSPDs via spatial synchronization. The peculiarity of 660-nm-pitch NCDAI-SNSPD design is that the cavity resonance condition is maintained laterally as well, due to the 1.5 l SPP distance between deflectors neighboring each of the nano-cavities 59 .
Our results prove that the PBG features can be completely inverted, and the absorptance minima related to the PBG center in NCAI-SNSPDs can be converted into maxima via properly designed integrated nano-cavity-deflector-array in NCDAI-SNSPDs. The developed method is a general principle, which might be applied to eliminate radiation losses from nano-photonical systems based on plasmonic structures.
Methods
The FEM modeling was performed by applying the Radiofrequency module of Comsol Multiphysics software package (Comsol AB). The optimal illumination direction of each design was determined using a parametric sweep in three-dimensional www.nature.com/scientificreports SCIENTIFIC REPORTS | 3 : 2406 | DOI: 10.1038/srep02406computations, namely by tuning the Q polar and c azimuthal angles during p-polarized 1550 nm wavelength light illumination of the SNSPD devices in conical mounting (Fig. 1, 2g, h ). First the optimal azimuthal orientation was selected by calculations performed over the c 5 [0u-90u] and Q 5 [0u-85u] intervals, with Dc5DQ55u resolution (Fig. 3 and 5 insets) . Then the optimal tilting was determined by varying the polar angle in Q 5 [0u, 85u] region with 1u resolution.
Finally higher (0.05u) resolution FEM calculations were performed in intervals surrounding the local/global NbN absorptance maxima in order to inspect the accompanying near-field phenomena in details ( Fig. 3 and 5, Supplementary Fig.  S1a ).
Wavelength dependent FEM computations were also performed at specific orientations of each designs corresponding to NbN absorptance extrema predicted by angle dependent studies (Fig. 4b-d and 6b-d, Supplementary Fig. S1b ). These calculations were performed with 5 nm resolution in the l 5 [1250-1750 nm] region.
The wavelength dependent optical parameters were taken into account by integrating Cauchy formulae for dielectrics (HSQ and sapphire), and loading tabulated data-sets for metals (NbN and gold) into the models. Detailed spectral study was performed by tuning the wavelength and angle of incidence simultaneously in narrow [15ux100 nm] intervals surrounding the conditions of significant NbN absoptance modifications in NCAI-and NCDAI-SNSPDS (Fig 4c, d, Fig. 6c, d) .
In present numerical model computations NbN segments with 4 nm thickness and 100 nm width comprising a ,2 nm thick NbNO x cover-layer were taken into account ( Fig. 1 and 2i) . The period of the NbN pattern was also varied for each SNSPD-design type, the three different periodicities inspected in details were 200 nm, 220 nm, 237 nm in case of p, and 600 nm, 660 nm, 710 nm in case of 3p periodic patterns. The width of the individual NbN stripes was kept constant, as a consequence by increasing the periodicity the fill-factor was decreasing.
In OC-SNSPDs previously optimized nano-cavity geometry was applied, namely the single continuous nano-cavity filled with hydrogen-silsesquioxane (HSQ) was ,279 nm long i.e. ,quarter-photonic-wavelength, and was closed by a 60 nm thick gold reflector (Fig. 2a, d ). The 200-nm-pitch OC-SNSPD was also experimentally studied in our previous work 45 . In NCAI-SNSPDs the NbN stripes are aligned at the bottom of MIM nano-cavities with optimized length, namely each nano-cavity filled with HSQ was ,220 nm long i.e. ,quarter-plasmon-wavelength, and was closed by 226 nm long vertical and 60 nm thick horizontal gold segments. The alternating HSQ and intersecting gold segments compose a plasmonic MIM nano-cavity-array with p and 3p-periodicity ( Fig. 1 and 2b, e) . The 200 nm and 600 nm NCAI-SNSPDs were introduced in refs. 48-50, the 600-nm-pitch NCAI-SNSPD was also experimentally studied in our previous work 49 . Detailed comparative study of the absorptances in 200-nm, 220-nm and 237-nm-pitch designs, as well as in 600-nm, 660-nm and 710-nm-pitch NCAISNSPDs is performed in present work.
In NCDAI-SNSPDs the NbN stripes are aligned at the bottom of MIM nanocavities with optimized length, while the periodicity was shown to be optimal in case of 660-nm-pitch design to attain the largest normalized absorptance. Novel approach is the integration of 220 nm long and 100 nm wide deflector segments with 3p-periodicity into both p and 3p periodic NbN patterns, i.e. reinserting the gold segment missing from the cavities into the substrate region ( Fig. 1 and 2c, f) . Experimental studies on 3p-periodic NCAI-and NCDAI-SNSPD design types are in progress. The alignment accuracy attainable via e.g. Raith lithography tools in two-step e-beam lithography procedure is on the order of, or moreover better than ,100 nm, which makes possible appropriate overlay of the 3p periodic deflector-array with the longperiodic pattern of NCAI-SNSPDs.
The normalization according to the fill-factor is performed by computing the (NbN absorptance in specific design)*[Fill-factor NbN (660 nm)/Fillfactor NbN (specific design)] quantity, namely by approximating the efficiency for the case of analogous pattern with 660 nm periodicity.
To perform time-averaged near-field study the normalized E-field was extracted via standard post-processing tool of COMSOL software package, while for near-field time-evolution inspection the ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi E 2 x zE 2 y zE 2 zuantity was manually extracted with 5u phase-resolution.
The inspected plasmon enhanced absorption phenomena originate from the integrated noble metal elements, namely from the reflector, grating and deflector. However, it is possible to apply versatile substrate materials (e.g. silica) and various superconducting absorbing segments (e.g. WSi
